Organisers
Conscious Frontiers presents...

Will Gethin

Joe Hoare

Will is Founder and Director
of Conscious Frontiers, a
communications, speakers and
events agency aiming to raise
consciousness and help create a happier, healthier
and more sustainable world. Since 2004 he has also
worked as a holistic explorer and travel journalist
writing for leading newspapers and magazines.
www.consciousfrontiers.com

Author of acclaimed new
laughter therapy book
Awakening the Laughing
Buddha Within (co-authored with
Barefoot Doctor), Joe is one of the UK’s leading Laughter
Yoga therapists who has dedicated his life to helping
people connect with their benign creative individuality
and perform at their best.
www.joehoare.co.uk
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Tim Freke
Big Love Philosopher

Joe Hoare
Laughing Yogi

Peter Owen Jones
Extreme Pilgrim

Satish Kumar
Earth Pilgrim

Chloe Goodchild
Sacred Voice Pioneer

EVENT PROGRAMME
Exploring solutions for a sustainable future
and a happier, healthier world

Saturday 8th November 2014 at Trinity Centre, Bristol BS2 0NW

www.futurenow.consciousfrontiers.com

Tim Freke

Joe Hoare

Peter Owen Jones

Satish Kumar

Chloe Goodchild

The hip 21st Century
sage is a respected
authority on philosophy,
world religions and global
spirituality and the author of
more than 30 books including a
top10 international bestseller.

The renowned laughter
therapist, ‘Laughing Yogi’
and author teaches the
practice of laughter as a
tool to powerfully retrain the
brain and generate mindfulness,
happiness and inner calm.

The maverick 21st
Century priest, spiritual
explorer and TV
presenter - renowned
for programmes like Extreme
Pilgrim and Around the World in 80 Faiths is a pioneering ecological thinker.

The former Jain monk,
celebrated ‘Earth Pilgrim’
and environmental
activist has been editor of
Resurgence magazine
(now called Resurgence
& Ecologist) since 1973.

The international singer,
sacred sound pioneer
and Director of The Naked
Voice Foundation, facilitates
the transforming practice of
self-awareness and conscious
communication through voice.

Schedule for the day

Thank you to our Partners…

09.30	Doors open and registration

14.05 Discussion Groups

10.00	All to be seated for conference to begin

14.25 Joe Hoare – 5 Minutes of Laughter

10.05 Introduction to Future NOW (Will Gethin)

14.30 Tim Freke – Love is a Political Act

10.10 Sound Meditation – Chloe Goodchild

15.00 Tea Break

10.20	Introductory Discussion Groups – introduced by
Peter Owen Jones

15.30	Breakout Groups (facilitated by
keynote speakers)

10.40 Peter Owen Jones – The New Humanity

16.15 Q&A with Speakers

11.10 Tea Break / Discussion Groups

16.35 Joe Hoare – 5 Minutes of Laughter

11.45 Satish Kumar – Sacred Nature

16.40 “ Setting Intention for the Future“ –
Peter Owen Jones

12.15 Joe Hoare – Time to Take Laughter Seriously
12.30 LUNCH
13.40	Chloe Goodchild - Sound Evolution: Transforming
our Lives through the Power of Sound

16.45 Sound Meditation – Chloe Goodchild
16.55 Close and Thanks (Will Gethin)
17.00 Ends

Future NOW Charities/Causes
50% of the proceeds from Future NOW will be donated to the benevolent charities/causes of the keynote speakers:
The Resurgence Trust, The Life Cairn Project, The Naked Voice and The Alliance for Lucid Living, all of which further
the event’s aim to create a happier and more harmonious future for our planet.

We are grateful to our many benevolent partners and supporters that have helped to make FutureNOW happen.
Special thanks to…
Huge thanks to our wonderful, talented and
generous designer Harman Hussin at Eyeslolly,
who has donated his services to the FutureNOW
cause, beautifully designing the logo, website,
flyers and other promo materials. We warmly
recommend him. Eyeslolly also specialise in
photography and art workshops.
www.eyeslolly.com
And many thanks to all our other wonderful partners:

We are delighted Particle Productions are supporting us with
filming the FutureNOW talks and presentations which will be
available on the FutureNOW website and the Conscious Frontiers
YouTube channel soon after the event. Particle Productions
specialise in video internet marketing and environmental
filmmaking, working with organisations who are contributing
towards a sustainable, greener future.
www.particleproductions.com

